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General: Infringement plaintiff failed to rebut presumption that narrowing amendment to claims 
for sustained release tablets surrendered equivalent release agent used in defendant’s 
accused drug, since evidence suggests that plaintiff could have described equivalent 
release agent at time of amendment, and that agent was considered suitable for claimed 
drug.   
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I. Facts 

 
Plaintiff Glaxo owns U.S. patent number 5,427,798 (hereinafter “the ‘798 patent), which claims a 
controlled release tablet containing hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC).  These tablets are 
particularly useful for treating depression, inebriation, and cessation of smoking.   
 
As originally filed, some of the claims of the ‘798 patent recited HPMC, while other claims 
generally recited controlled sustained release tablets comprising buproprion hydrochloride.  
During prosecution, the Examiner rejected these latter claims for lack of enablement, noting that 
the application’s disclosure of a single species (HPMC) does not support a genetic concept.  Glaxo 
amended these latter claims to recite HPMC, thereby overcoming the Examiner’s rejection. The 
Patent Office subsequently issued the ‘798 patent.   
 
At a later date, defendant Impax filed two Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs) with the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), both applications pertaining to sustained release 
agents having hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC).   
 
Upon becoming aware of these filings, Glaxo commenced an infringement action in California.  
During litigation, the district court found that the above-noted amendments indisputably narrowed 
the ‘798 patent with respect to sustained release.  The district court also noted that, at the time of 
these amendments, one of skill in the art would have known that HPC and HPMC were 
substantially equivalent.  The parties apparently did not challenge this equivalency.  Therefore, the 
district court granted summary judgment of noninfringement.   
 
Glaxo appealed this summary judgment to the instant court.  As discussed below, the instant court 
affirmed the holding of the district court. 

 
II. Issues 
 

1. Can a party rebut the presumption that a narrowing amendment surrenders equivalents by 
asserting that the particular equivalent could not have been claimed due to lack of 
enablement? 

2. Does a narrowing amendment to an element in one claim also result in a surrender of 
equivalents to the same element in another claim, even though the other claim was not 
amended? 
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III. Discussion 
 

1. No.  If an element is amended and equivalents were foreseeable at the time of the amendment, 
then a party cannot rebut the presumption that equivalents were surrendered even though the 
specification did not enable claims to the equivalents.  In other words, the ability or inability 
of a party to claim equivalents in accordance with the enablement requirement is irrelevant to 
the issue of foreseeability.  As discussed by the court, if an equivalent was known at the time 
of filing the original application and later amending the claims, then the party should have 
disclosed and claimed the equivalent.  The party’s failure to do so results in surrender of this 
equivalent.  If the equivalent was not known at the time of filing but was later known at the 
time of the narrowing amendment, then once again the narrowing amendment results in 
surrender of this equivalent even though the enablement requirement prevents the party from 
claiming the equivalent.  However, the court noted, in footnote 2, that a party could file a 
continuation-in-part (CIP) application to disclose and claim the additional subject matter, 
which was originally unforeseeable but subsequently foreseeable at the time of the 
amendment.  Again, the party’s failure to pursue this subject matter in a CIP application 
results in its surrender.  Therefore, the critical time for evaluating foreseeability of equivalents 
is at the time of filing or amendment.  

 
In the present case, the court found that HPC was a known or foreseeable equivalent at the 
time of filing and subsequently amending the claims to the ‘798 patent.  In its evaluation, the 
court referred to numerous patents, chemical handbooks, chemical catalogues, and references, 
which disclosed HPC and HPMC as extended release formulations.  Specifically, the court 
evaluated the references of record during prosecution of the ‘798 patent.  As noted by the 
court, these references suggested that Glaxo was aware of the potential equivalents.  
Therefore, Glaxo’s narrowing claim amendments resulted in surrender of these equivalents.     

 
2. Yes.  The Festo bar to the doctrine of equivalents applies to all claims containing the 

narrowingly amended element, even though some claims originally contained this particular 
element.  The court emphasized consistent interpretation of claim terms within a patent and, 
thus, different claims in a single patent should not be given different ranges of equivalents for 
the same claim element “absent an unmistakable indication to the contrary.”   

 
Glaxo asserted that because the patentee did not argue that HPMC is critical to enablement of 
the ‘798 claims, the principles of argument based estoppel should not apply.  The court 
recognized that the Examiner initiated the arguments giving rise to the estoppel, yet the court 
stressed that prosecution history estoppel is not limited to the applicant’s own words.  Instead, 
prosecution history estoppel may arise due to the applicant’s response (i.e., unambiguous acts 
or omissions) to the Examiner’s actions.  In other words, the applicant’s failure to rebut the 
Examiner’s comment or the applicant’s acquiescence to the Examiner’s request also creates 
prosecution history estoppel.   
 
 

IV. Conclusion 
 

A narrowing amendment to a particular element is presumed to result in surrender of all 
equivalents for that particular element in all claims, including those claims that originally recited 
the particular element.   The presumption can be rebutted by showing one of the Festo criterion: 
(1) unforeseeable, (2) tangential relation to amendment, (3) other reasons.  Regarding the 
foreseeability criteria, the proper evaluation time is at the initial filing of the application or at the 
subsequent amendment to the claims.   
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